
5/5/21 D.A.
Some general news:

• TGIR Kick-off meeting
 Dates of May 25 afternoon  open session + 26 morning internal IN2P3 session, allowing for better participation of the guests connected (US) at 

the open session. WEB page completed with the agenda (see next slides), https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/24119/
 Password for the IN2P3 internal session on May 26: KTGIRDUNE
 The WEB page already opened for registration (see the meeting we had on 21/4), Laurent circulated a mail to the labs direction teams inviting 

them to register 
 Please register and also invite the technical personnel involved in your lab to register

• Following the initiative launched at the CM in January the DUNE EB of last week finalized the decision to publish the DP TDR on JINST with 
the title « The DUNE Design Report for the Dual-Phase Far Detector Module technology”

• This will be a useful reference and also giving the context to other papers in preparation. 
• TDR DP document being updated by Anne H. with the Abstract, Preface explaining the context and history (see next slide), updated DUNE 

authors list and acknowledgements
• As usual, APB will then circulate the version to be submitted to JINST to the collaboration for final checks (authors list) for a 2 weeks period

• LBNC Vertical Drift Review update discussion meetings in view of CDR review (to be completed by the end of 2021),  CDR document in 
preparation evolving from proposal document: 

 After two internal reviews on the PD system (12/4and 19/4) and on the CRPs (20/4) last week was focused on the first discussion with the LBNC 
on progress update on detector design ~6h, 28/4 

Progress since January on: Anodes, CRP, 50l, cold-box, HV system and tests, PD system and tests, CFD/cryogenics
https://web.fnal.gov/organization/LBNC/April%2028,%202021/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/SitePages/Full%20Agenda.aspx
 Positive feedback from the committee appreciating the detailed information provided
 Second discussion on simulations/physics performance (organized by VD Task Force) ~3h (May 10th, 11:00 CDT)
 Third discussion on production installation ~2h (May 11th,  11:00 CDT)

https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/24119/
https://web.fnal.gov/organization/LBNC/April%2028,%202021/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/SitePages/Full%20Agenda.aspx






Title:
The DUNE Design Report for the Dual-Phase Far Detector Module technology.

Abstract for JINST submission:
This DUNE Design Report discusses the design, construction, installation and commissioning of the various subsystems defining the Dual-Phase Far Detector 
Module technology for the DUNE experiment. The DUNE Far Detector modules will be composed of liquid argon time-projection chambers. The key differentiating 
concept of the dual-phase technology is the amplification of the ionization signal in an avalanche process occurring in the argon gas phase. Charge readout planes, 
readout electronics, high voltage system, photon detection system, calibration hardware, data acquisition, and cryogenic instrumentation and slow controls are 
described. This document is an evolution of the DUNE Interim Design Report for this detector technology that was made public in 2018.

Preface to appear before the Executive Summary:
This document describes the design of DUNE Far Detector modules based on the dual-phase technology. The document was structured and edited since 2017 in 
view of publishing it as a separate volume of the DUNE Far Detector Technical Design Report (TDR). A first and shorter version was made public in 2018 under the 
form of “The DUNE Far Detector Interim Design Report, Volume 3: Dual-Phase Module,  https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.10340 ”. The editing of the dual-phase TDR 
draft was then completed in 2019 when the document was submitted to the TDR review process run by the Long Baseline Neutrino Committee (LBNC). 
In the fall 2020 the dual-phase design evolved to the Vertical Drift concept, easier to implement on the short time-scale envisaged for the construction of the 
second DUNE Far Detector module. The Vertical Drift incorporated many of the design aspects developed for the dual-phase, replacing the Large Electron 
Multiplier (LEM) micro-pattern detectors, operating in the argon gas phase and coupled to the anode printed circuit boards with charge collection strips, with 
perforated anodes immersed in the liquid argon. The activities and the related review process of the dual-phase technology by the LBNC were then interrupted and 
reconverted to the Vertical Drift design. 
Given this timeline, affecting both the development of the R&D activities and the review process, the dual-phase Far Detector module design document did not 
complete all the steps to be officially published under the form of a DUNE TDR volume.
We consider that, similarly to what was done in 2018, it is worth to publish this design document in the state it had reached at the time of the LBNC review process 
since it has scientific and historical interest for the neutrino community, documenting all the intensive R&D and design efforts carried on for many years on this 
detector technology. The dual-phase technology, once completed the R&D activities needed to bring it at the level of maturity required for the construction phase, 
could be a viable option for one of the remaining two DUNE Far Detector Modules to be built after the first two. The dual-phase activities and results will be also 
documented in a set of dedicated papers on specific sub-detector systems and on the performance of the ProtoDUNE dual-phase detector at CERN. However, this 
document provides a unique global vision of the DUNE Far Detector dual-phase design which was the target of all these development efforts ongoing since 2015.



LBNC May 10, discussion on simulation/physics performance   (VD Physics TF, R. Patterson)

Draft agenda

-Intro / Phys topics / Connecting to HD studies (Ryan Patterson)
- VD simulation chain (Slavic Galimov)
- Signal processing (Haiwang Yu)
- PDS simulation and performance metrics (Laura Paulucci)
- Physics with PDS baseline (Kate Scholberg)
- Studies of alternative TPC configurations (Dom Brailsford)


